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Geo book 3x 13

Geo Overall rating: 59/100In figure August 2018Earned commission for products purchased through some links in this article. The Geo Book 3X is an elegant Windows laptop that won't break the bank. Identical to its smaller brother, Geo Book 3, in every way except one - a different processor means it's slightly faster at opening the program and is still only 30
pounds. It's best suited to those who want a laptop just for web surfing and basic word processing. It's ideal if you crave a good look but have a limited budget.£279.99 Available from: currys.co.ukGHI Expert VerdictFor under £250, the Geo Book 3X is good value for money if you want a basic laptop. It's great for basic word processing and web surfing. It
looks stylish and the battery will last five hours on a single charge. Although, with only 32 GB of storage, don't expect oodles of photos and files to be stored on it. Key specifications Screen size: 13.3inProcessor: Intel Pentium N4200Storage size: 64GBRam: 4GB Weight: 1.47kgRatings Usageease: 3/5Design: 3.5/5Performance: 3/5Instructions: 3.5/5We
LajkDProjector and Finishing processing make it more expensive thanSimple and easy to useBattery life is respectable, lasting just over five hours in our mixed-use tests We do not like USB ports and MicroSD ports are on the back of the laptop which is not appropriateThere is a very small amount of storage The laptop struggles with gaming and photo
editingEvery product information provided by the manufacturer is accurate at the time of publication. This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users order their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io GEO Further 13.3 inch IPS FHD display
(1920×1080)Intel Pentium Quad-Core processor made of sleek, silver metal and vivid vivid color bring to life from its Full HD IPS display, GeoBook3X is your perfect travel partner. The 13.3-inch wide-angle display presents your work, games and media in brilliant clarity, fueled by Intel's powerful® Pentium® Quad-Core processor that makes the light multi-
tasking, giving you the ability to get things done with ease. GeoBook3X is a modern Windows 10 laptop designed to help you achieve more at home, at work, and everywhere in between. The GeoBook 3X combines the full power of Windows 10 64-bit with powerful processor architecture, portability, and stunning visuals that will be with you and meet daily
challenges every day. Wide viewing angles mean there are no washed-out images, keeping your work in focus and maintaining immersion while watching movies. Comfort is paramount to concentrating on the task, so the GeoBook 3X comes armed with a responsive and intuitive keyboard for a user experience that's enjoyable, feels natural and helps you
Engaged. Designed to change your expectations. Windows is leading the pack in innovation with devices that work in new and better ways. Computers running Windows 10 do more. Only you, you. Why Windows 10? Life interacts with the world around you and technology is no different. GeoBook3X is superbly equipped to connect quickly and efficiently to a
wide selection of external devices through its 2 fast USB 3.0 ports, HDMI ports and headphone jacks. Bluetooth® adds a wireless object with compatible speakers, headphones, smartphones and more, while ultra-fast AC WiFi ensures geobook3X is equipped to connect to the Internet at the fastest wireless speeds available. GeoBook3X comes with a built-in
MicroSD card slot, allowing you to expand device storage up to 128 GB. Plus, if your digital camera uses a MicroSD storage card, insert it into GeoBook3X to post footage online via social media, or to move images from your laptop to cloud storage. ItemDescription CPUIntel® Pentium® Operating SystemWindows 10 Home in S Mode (64-bit) Memory4 GB
LPDDR4 Internal memory32 GB/ 64 GB eMMC Expandable memoryMicroSD card: Up to 128GB (sold separately) SSD Expansionm.dot2280 Interface2 x USB 3.0 High Speed/MicroSD Card (up to 128GB) / HDMI/Audio Port/Microphone Connection AC WiFi &amp; Bluetooth 4.2 Camera0.3 MP Display with Front CameraResolution: 1920 x 1080, 13.3 FHD
IPS Battery LifeApproximately 6 hours power supplyFill polymer battery with UK Adapter power Weight0.985kg Image not available forColour: Image not available forColour: Brand: GEO Book Model: GEO Book 3X Processor: Intel Pentium Processor type: Intel Pentium N5000 @ 1.10GHz display size: 13.3 IPS LCD screen resolution: 1920 x 1080p Memory:
4GB Memory type: LPDDR3 Drive: 32GB eMMC video card output HDMI USB ports : 2 x USB operating system: Windows 10 Starting price includes 12 months Back to basic warranty – warranty turns off the GEO Book 3X battery is a great laptop for anyone who is always in progress especially professionals and students. It's also great for families who just
want to surf the web, such as social media sites and watch online content like music videos and movies. At GreenIT, we pride ourselves on the quality of our refurbished products that have been thoroughly tested to make sure they are of the highest possible standard so that the customer has a quality product by the time they receive it. All our products come
with a one-year warranty. The warranty turns off the battery. The system was recently removed from service in a corporate environment. It has been refurbished which means it will be in excellent working order, checked and tested. It may have minor scratches or wear than previous use. Any cosmetic imperfections will not affect the performance of this
computer. Here at Green IT, we do our best to provide a seamless ordering process, we usually arrange orders on the same day unless stock levels indicate they are on the back order which may add extra days Delivery. (picture only) Page 2 Great news! !! You're in the right place for a computer office. By now, you've already That, whatever you're looking
for, you'll definitely find it on AliExpress. We literally have thousands of great products in all product categories. Whether you're looking for premium labels or cheap, economical bulk purchases, we guarantee it's here on AliExpress. You'll find official stores for brands with small independent discount sellers, all of whom offer fast shipping and reliable, as well
as convenient and secure payment methods, no matter how much you choose to spend. ButExpress will never be beaten by choice, quality and price. Every day you will find new, online deals, discounts in the store and the opportunity to save even more by collecting coupons. But you may need to act quickly because this state-of-the-art computer office is
set to become one of the most sought-after bestsellers at what point. Think how jealous you'll be when you tell them you have your computer office on AliExpress. With the lowest prices online, cheap shipping prices and local collection options, you can make even more savings. If you're still having second thoughts about the computer office and are
considering choosing a similar product, AliExpress is a great place to compare prices and sellers. We'll help you find out if it's worth paying extra for the premium version or if you'll get an equally good deal by getting a cheaper item. And, if you just want to treat yourself and spit it out to the most expensive version, AliExpress will always make sure you can
get the best price for your money, even letting you know when you'll be better off waiting for the promotion and savings you can expect to start. ButExpress prides itself on always having an informed choice when shopping at one of the hundreds of stores and retailers on our platform. Each store and seller is rated for customer service, price and quality by
actual buyers. In addition, you can find out the store or individual ratings of sellers, as well as compare prices, shipping and discounts on the same product by reading comments and reviews left by users. Each purchase is rated an asterisk and often has comments left by previous customers describing their transaction experience so you can buy with
confidence each time. In short, you don't have to take our word for it – just listen to our millions of happy customers. If you're new to AliExpress, we'll let you go undercover. Just before you click buy now in the transaction process, take a moment to check for coupons – and you'll save even more. Coupons in the store, AliExpress coupons you can find or
coupons every day you can collect playing games on the AliExpress app. And, since most of our sellers offer free shipping - we think you'll agree to get this computer office at one of the best prices online. We always have the latest technology, the latest trends and the most etiquette stories. On AliExpress, excellent quality, price and service come standard –
every time. Start the best shopping experience you'll ever have,
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